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Main aspects of system
hierarchy in ecological landscape research

Abstract
At present, geoecology-related discussions are focused on the ability to
provide systematic and universal landscape description in a variety of
space and time scales, as well as in different functional systems. This
requires the development of landscape schemes in the form of hierarchical
structural and functional systems. This paper has therefore focused on
concepts of crucial importance for landscape system description, such
as scale, spatial range and structure and landscape functioning. The
definition of these concepts and their characteristics are crucial for the
ability to describe a landscape system, in terms of its structural and
functional composition and valuation, as well as assessment of landscape
and ecosystem functions and services. Therefore, the analysis allows a
demonstration of approaches discussed in the subject literature and the
authors’ opinions.
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Introduction
Geoecology-related discussions have focused on the ability
to provide systematic and universal landscape description in a
variety of space and time scales, as well as in different functional
systems. This requires the development of landscape schemes in
the form of hierarchical structural and functional systems (Lechnio,
Richling 2005). The complexity of such a system is considered in
terms of its functioning and organization (Hay et al. 2002; Müller 1998;
Müller et al. 2000; Steinhardt et al. 2003). In such cases, a landscape is
treated as a multi-scale system (Wu, David 2002; Wu, Marceau 2002;
Kolasa 2006).
The approach focuses not only on structural differentiation
of the landscape, depending on the research scale among
other things, but also on characteristics and processes treated
as predominant, which decide on the complementary structure,
dynamics and functional differentiation of the landscape,
corresponding to the determined level of the hierarchical
landscape system. Such a concept of complex, multi-functional
and hierarchical natural systems (Urban et al. 1987; Nicolis, Prigogine
1989) refers to the general theory of systems (von Bertalanffy 1976).
From the hierarchical viewpoint, a landscape is therefore a
system that can be characterized by any number of co-existing
components and their characteristics or processes, and whose
form is the result of the non-linear, adapting impact of spatial and
time components (King 1991).
The macroscopic (observable) scale of landscape processes
occurring in the form of spatial structures and time sequences is
crucial for their recognition (Nicolis, Prigogine 1989).
Recognition of landscape structure is therefore the key step
towards evaluating the processes that resulted in its existence.
Their relationship in turn provides the necessary basis on which

to separate functional schemes within a landscape system. Thus,
a holistic landscape description must include its organizational
hierarchy, i.e. the system of its subordinate components (units –
subsystems) and their potential, and type of functions (services),
i.e. broadly defined value. It should be noted that these features
may be identified with geo- and biodiversity treated both as
general environmental characteristics and those understood
as the target status of environmental changes, environmental
system functioning and its functions or ecosystem services
(Benito-Calvo et al. 2009; Corenblit et al. 2011; Kostrzewski 2011; Kozłowski
2004; Kozłowski et al. 2004; Leser 1998; Lindenmayer et al. 2008; Richling,
Solon 2011; Turner 1989; Walz 2011).
In light of the above it is important to note, as stressed by
Hearnshaw et al. (2012), that in certain cases dynamic systems must
be analysed as objects that cannot be decomposed (Wolfram,
1984).
Certain characteristics of individual ecosystems may be
disclosed only on the general level, assessing the system as a
whole, since this is the only perspective allowing a conclusion
of their nature and functional relationship with the environment.
Reductionism in the approach to research and analysing each
component separately disallows the disclosure of features visible
only on the holistic analysis level (Naveh, 2001).
Therefore, concepts such as scale, spatial range and
structure, as well as mode of functioning, are crucial for the
description of landscape systems. Defining these concepts and
their characteristics determines the ability to describe a landscape
system, in terms of its structural and functional composition and
valuation, as well as assessment of landscape and ecosystem
functions and services.
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Scale and scaling as factors implying the hierarchical nature
of landscape
The assessment of any (physical) system or process may be
either quantitative or qualitative. Qualitative assessment refers to
the system structure and is relative, depending on the nature of
the elements included to valuation and their spatial and functional
relations. Quantitative assessment requires the use of a specified
benchmark.
In natural sciences, the scale is the basic tool used to express
spatial characteristics of surveyed systems. The scale defines
material dimensions of a given object, phenomenon, process
or observation (feature) in relation to space, time or function
(Cushman et al. 2002; Dungan et al. 2002; Garrett et al. 1997; Levin 1992;
Peterson 2000; Peterson & Parker 1998, Schneider 2001; Wiens 1989; Wu
2000).
Therefore, the scale acts as a template or a filter, and thus
should be perceived and measured along with the system, since
it determines the benchmark for measurements and observations
performed (Hay et al. 2002; Manson 2008; O’Neill, King 1998; Schneider
2001; Steele 1991; Wiens 1989). This is crucial for understanding and
interpreting surveyed structures, since the scale underlies the
attribute perception level (Hay et al. 2002; Marceau 1999).
In landscape ecology, the scale is usually defined in a
disjunctive manner, i.e. in relation to the size of grains (units)
corresponding to the basic spatial separation: resolution or the
extent of the survey. Any scale change results in a change in
resolution or range, or both (Turner 1989).
Additionally, Schneider et al. (1994) has noticed that the system
structure (understood as its tangible components) has spatial
range determined (or determinable) for a given scale, while
endogenous processes, although dependent on structural
characteristics, are individual by nature and do not need to relate
closely to the range of each component. This includes both
the distance marked by individual processes and the potential
or actual scope of their impact. Following such an approach,
size, shape, distance and area are crucial components of the
ecological scale (Norowi 2000). According to Levin (1992), no fixed
and unambiguous natural scale exists, since natural systems
differ materially in terms of spatial features, dynamics and
organization. The scale of observation depends on the benchmark
system adopted (convention, norm) and is characterized by the
following components:
- survey range, area or period (duration);
- resolution;
- weight of measurement or a time constant (interval).
According to the presented approach, we can also refer to
the “characteristic process scale” defining process range and/or
duration, i.e. time during which a surveyed process may occur in
the form of measurable system changes and responses. Mutual
alignment of the observation scale, range and pace (or scale)
of surveyed processes is of key importance for the scope of the
permitted characteristics of ecosystems and the accuracy of
conclusions drawn on this basis (Millennium Ecosystem Assessment,
2003).
In this approach, the scale corresponds to spatial aspects of
landscape system organization. Moreover, hierarchical levels of
such systems may be considered using a scale (Allen, Star 1992),
since each separated functional level may be treated as a part of
a bigger whole (Powell 2000).
In this case, internal uniformity of the key (smallest) spatial
units, not necessarily identified with resolution, but considered
as internal homogeneity of such objects, corresponding to
the scale (weight) of descriptive characteristics, is of crucial
importance.
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The descriptive characteristics of ecosystems may be
classified as independent of the scale, depending on the scale
according to the adopted scalability rules, or not classified as
scalable.
“Defining” the scale (the “characteristic process scale”)
prior to observation and measurement is the best solution to
guarantee high reliability of data (Wheatley, Johnson 2009),
which should be accompanied by an identification of the temporal
and spatial hierarchy of landscape processes (according to their
dynamics: from short- to long-duration and spatial range: from
small to large). In such cases, data scaling involves bottom-up
(generalizing) or top-down transposition (increasing the level of
detail), adequate to the temporal, spatial or functional organization
of the landscape system according to each hierarchical level of
landscape classification (Auger, Lett 2003; Bugmann et al. 2000; King
1991; Melbourne, Chesson 2005; Wu 1999, 2004).
Defined in such a manner, the scaling of data, the hierarchical
nature of the landscape system is of crucial importance to
understanding and forecasting complex ecological processes.
From the perspective of landscape system assessment, the
“scale” determines the range of the survey. Therefore, correct
and reliable monitoring, modelling and management of such
systems require multi-scale and hierarchical solutions (Müller et
al. 2011). This is especially important for surveying of biophysical
phenomena and processes which are too large / too small in
terms of structure and (or) dynamics, or too fast / too slow to
allow direct observation.
With reference to the above, the problem of scale and the
related aspect of data scaling (transposing) in natural sciences
requires two complementary questions to be answered (Marceau,
Hay 1999; Marceau, 1999):
- Which spatial scale is suitable for researching a defined
object or process with geographical relationships?
- How should inter-scale data transfer proceed?
According to Wiens (1995), “natural processes do not determine
scale themselves”, but the landscape scale is not its immanent
feature, either, being a result of the sampling methodology
adopted (Allen, Hoekstra 1992). Additionally, such systems may be
considered as “self-organizing systems” or “complex adaptation
systems” whose dynamics and evolving features are the result
of the interaction of heterogeneous elements in various temporal
and spatial scales (O’Neill et al. 1986). Therefore, determining the
governing rules that may be characterized by a set of inseparable
features is the only possible way to describe such systems. In
geoecology, decomposing such systems may take place in
accordance with the theory of hierarchical systems (O’Neill et al.
1986), which allows their bottom-up and top-down analysis from
the viewpoint of subsystems and vertical relationships (Wu,
David 2002). Therefore, according to the theory of landscape
science, the concept of scale may be considered in relation to
three aspects (Dungan et al. 2002; Müller et al. 2011): observation, the
scale’s ontological meaning and representative character. In the
first case, the scale represents the concept of a perception filter
(window) allowing quantitative assessment of landscape features
(Hay et al., 2002). Thus, it does not constitute a characteristic of the
surveyed system, being dependent on the manner of observation
and measurement, an adopted convention (Allen, Hoekstra 1992).
The ontological approach refers to the concept of characteristic
scale (of an object, process, phenomenon), to include “effective”
size or another measure of the object, or its characteristics and
attributes (Marceau 1999). The representative character in turn
means scalability of measures, i.e. transposing them among
scales (levels) within the landscape system rather than the
meaning (weight) of observation as such (Blaschke, Petch 1999).
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Table 1. Systems of dividing landscape into spatial units (according to Chmielewski, 2008)
Landscape
space
classification
levels

Geography

Phytosociology

General ecology

Landscape ecology

Basic

facies

plant community

ecosystem

landscape patch

2

natural landmark

plant community

Discipline
Landscape architecture

natural/ landscape
unit

architectonic and
landscape interior

physiocenosis

physiocenosis

architectonic and
landscape unit

landscape
complex of
physiocenoses

architectonic and
landscape zone

(urotshistshe)
3

field

4

microregion

physiogeographical

vegetation microlandscape

landscape
phytocomplex

5

physiogeographical
mesoregion

6

physiogeographical
macroregion

vegetation
landscape

Structure as a way to express the hierarchical nature of a
landscape
Since the scale implies the level of detail perception, and
landscape as a system should be analysed in accordance with
a number of criteria, its structure may be identified through
components and/or processes analysed on various levels, from
the viewpoint of structural and functional systems, including
those specific to them (since each system has its inherent
characteristics which can best be used for its description).
Theoretically, such a broad assumption allows differentiation of
various spatial unit types and their classification for determined,
ontologically consistent levels or hierarchical systems. In practice,
though, as noticed by Walz (2011), landscape structure is usually
treated as a system (pattern, composition, configuration) of its
elements (patches and corridors) that characterize land cover
(pattern). Thus, it is described in terms of shape, size, relation and
distribution, i.e. characteristics regarding horizontal structures.
This “standard” approach to landscape structure evaluation
basically covers the entire scope of professional issues. Despite
the many possible number of ways to define the concept, they can
be grouped into two main streams: structural, relating to mosaic
nature (geocomplexes) and functional, in the form of ecosystems
(patches and corridors). Under the first model, the structure
concerns mainly the relation of landscape units (most frequently,
partial geocomplexes), although it may be described through
single elements. This does not mean, however, as exemplified by
reference to the definition of geocomplex (Barsch 1979; Kondracki,
Richling 1983), that the “relationships” may be of functional nature
as well, although the problem of complementary range of
structural units and processes (the characteristic process scale,
the basic field problem) must be decided first.
Under the second approach, landscape structure represents
spatial relations between ecosystems, including distribution of
ecosystems, species, energy and matter. This concept, therefore,
refers directly to the theory of functional systems and the patch
and corridor model (Forman and Godron 1986).

landscape

landscape

Regardless of the possible outcome of the different ways
to define the landscape structure, geoecology focuses mainly
on indicating optimized opportunities to describe interactions
between spatial landscape units and determining their impact
on transformation of both structure and function of the system in
time. With regard to landscape structure, it implies the following:
- methods and criteria of spatial unit delimitation vs.
hierarchical nature of the landscape system;
- the universal landscape unit problem;
- landscape structure vs. existence and nature of landscape
barriers and borders;
- landscape classification vs. applicable data scaling
methods;
- landscape structure and change rapidity assessment
methods;
- relationship of structure and processes to the landscape.
According to the most general approach, classification
involves separating a set of objects into sub-sets according
to clear criteria (Solon 2009). The use of a conceptual model is
therefore involved in order to group landscape components into
categories and/or into classes depending on the number and
distribution of their characteristics.
The aforementioned process results in generalized information
regarding the set of structural attributes and the corresponding
functional characteristics and processes. Therefore, the choice of
classification criteria, including procedural models and schemes,
is of importance (Farina 2000; Fischer et al. 2004; Forman 1995; McIntyre,
Hobbs 1999; Manning et al. 2004; O’Neill 1986; Richling 1993, 2004; Richling,
Lechnio 2005; Richling, Solon 2011; Solon 2009). It should be noted,
however, that such classifications are usually “typical” for specific
disciplines and applications (Table 1, Chmielewski 2008).
Natural sciences apply two classification methods:
typological (similarity based) and regional (differentiation based).
Separating smaller units, referred to in geographical science as
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facies and natural landmarks (urotshistshe) requires fieldwork,
while larger units are either a product of combining typological
units, or dividing large areas into smaller regions based on predetermined characteristics (Richling 1993).
The arguments and examples derived from the extensive
literature on the subject prove that there is no one universal
landscape classification procedure. The underlying reasons
include:
• Landscape changing rapidly, therefore allowing description
through structural characteristics and processes;
• Classification resulting in a general landscape image, with
structural characteristics usually correct, while relations
between processes and units are presented with less detail
and not always accurately;
• Landscape may be perceived in various manners,
depending on the discipline, as proven by differences in
methodologies and procedures;
• The same space may be differently classified depending on
the nature of the problem or survey objective;
• The durable and fixed nature of landscape components
underlying the classification determine the fixed and
unchangeable nature of separation, in terms of differentiating
factors, spatial range and diagnostic variables.
Developing a unified, universal typological landscape
classification is difficult, mostly because it is always subordinated
to specific objectives (Marušič 1999). Nevertheless, based on the
geocomplex concept of Barsch (1979), the controversy lies in the
correct documentation of landscape units (geocomplexes), not
in their objective existence. In other words, we may discuss only
landscape units whose reliability has been proven with specific,
reliable data (Pietrzak 2009).
The aforementioned comments do not sufficiently explain the
methodological and practical issues regarding process scaling
under defined classification systems, including hierarchical ones.
This concerns mainly reactions and relations between processes
and phenomena in the micro- and macro-scale, as well as
their short- and long-time effects referring to various levels of
landscape system organization (Gibson et al. 2000; Wilbanks, Kates
1999). In the first case, the type of analysed processes, with
special focus on their dependence or independence of scale,
is crucial. It is worth noting that structural changes should be
analysed first of all in relation to spatial units and their borders,
while changes in functioning should be analysed in relation to
internal differentiation between landscape mosaic patches
(Papadimitriou 2002; Marušič 1999; Victorov 1998). The second case
is usually founded on an assumption that the temporal and
spatial process scales are correlated (Steinhardt, Volk 2003) and
determine the “process domain scale” (Bisonette 1997). Such a
relation, for example for processes subordinated to the energy
and mass preservation principle, allows the forecasting of longterm effects within the landscape structure through the analysis
of the functional spatial system and configuration of landscape
patches. This is only possible, however, for a sufficiently large
survey scale, since its increase is accompanied by a growth
in probability that the full range of events recording the stages
(effects) of the changes and impact will occur.
This is especially important for processes slow enough to
disallow their measurement. Such a procedure is addressed as
“time for space substitution” (Pickett 1989). Therefore, the evaluation
of structural characteristics, including patch composition and
configuration, both in terms of spatial relations and the possible
functional and diagnostic effects, is a key aspect of landscape
survey. Most frequently, such analyses are combined with the
evaluation of spatial relations between elements, components
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and landscapes (Wu, David 2002; Turner 2005), diversity (bioand geodiversity), connectedness, fragmentation, anisotropy
and many others, as well as with the assessment of temporal
changes in the landscape structure (Pickup et al. 1993; Aaviksoo 1995;
Fjellstad, Dramstad 1999). For this purpose, landscape metrics and
indicators, i.e. measures based on information theory and fractal
geometry, are used (McGarigal, Marks 1994; O’Neill et al. 1988).
The spatial structure of a landscape is determined by
metrics related to its configuration and composition (shape,
spatial distribution, isolation, distance, contrast, relation, share
and number of types, even distribution and many others). The
analysis of structural characteristics is reflected in the evaluation
of bio- and geodiversity, distribution of habitats (ecosystems),
structural heterogeneity, as well as the aesthetic aspects of
the landscape, evaluation of spatial planning and management
effects and, indirectly, the nature of landscape functions and
services.
Functional assessment mainly involves surveying a series of
observations in time and assessing landscape mosaic changes
(Uuemaa et al. 2009; McGarigal et al. 2009; Solon 2002), although
attempts are being made to improve diagnostic values of the
existing methods (Ares et al. 2001; Uuemaa et al. 2005; Mander et al.
2005). Other solutions involve the construction of models that
comprise various aspects of analysis and assessment of the
operation, functions and services of landscape systems referring
to basic typological units (Tallis et al. 2013).
Importantly, the use of landscape indicators and metrics
depends on a number of key aspects, including the resolution of
the analysed image, format of data used, choosing the optimum
number and type of metrics, their correct informational connotation,
adjusting evaluation of the analysed structural characteristics
and functional aspects to the landscape systematics applied
or the spatial range of analysis. The broad use of automated
indicator-based methods disallows a full explanation of the
impact made by various scales on the evaluation results, of their
incomparability in various scales, application of limited data sets
(quite often restricted to the form of composed raster layers), or
the issue of relations between metrics and their classes, which
needs further analysis.
Landscape barriers and borders
The issue of barriers and the related border effects is often
ignored in discussions regarding landscape structure. Most
authors focus on surface analysis only, whereas the definition of
borders is of crucial importance, as it determines the definition of a
unit, its size, structure and dynamics. The manner of determining
the border therefore shapes spatial and functional relations in the
landscape system. In light of the above, the question of border
determining principles within spatially diverse landscape systems
is fundamental to geoecological survey (Bailey 1987).
Linear borders seldom occur in nature. Transitional zones,
i.e. ecotones characterized by higher diversity and dynamics than
the neighbouring units, prevail. According to common opinion
(compare Richling, Solon 2011), border zones should be treated
as separate units (geosystems), since they can and should be
surveyed, both for their structural and functional characteristics,
and since their nature depends on the scale and taxonomic level
of a unit (Yarrow, Salthe 2008). Depending on the level within a
system, borders are characterized by structural complexity and
a defined process speed. Different characteristics and processes
in border zones may result in the accumulation or disappearance
of functional flows and relations, as well as the multiplication of
structural features (Cadenasso et al. 2003a, b).
Borders should be treated as an expression of the internal
structure of a landscape system and its internal processes.
Depending on the hierarchy level in the landscape system,
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borders are characterized by structural complexity and process
speed. Therefore, landscape borders may be treated as: 1)
transition zones characterized by more diversity and changes
than the neighbouring units; 2) locations where barriers or border
zones occur, outstanding in terms of features and processes,
which may imply the accumulation or disappearance of functional
flows and relations and the multiplication of structural features
(Cadenasso et al. 2003a; Peters et al. 2006). Consequently, the border
types and functions may be indicated as:
- filters, barriers, corridors, resource or disappearance zones,
or habitats (Forman, Moore 1992);
- locations where signals are transmitted (including partial
transmission), absorbed, returned, enhanced or neutral by
function (Lechnio, Richling 2005; Strayer et al. 2003);
- permeability, stability, flexibility, response to incentives and
interruptions (Hansen, di Castri 1992).
Therefore, borders can be functionally subordinated through
their relation with surface, ecological functions or thermodynamic
gradients (Allen, Starr 1982; Strayer et al. 2003; Kolasa, Zalewski 1995;
Műller 1998). Such a perception of borders refers directly to the
hierarchical landscape concept and their classification systems.
The scope of interpreting landscape features and border
functions depends on the resolution and scope of the information
characteristic of the landscape, resulting from the landscape
system and subsystem (levels) delimitation method applied; thus,
it is determined by the scale.
From this viewpoint, in accordance with the functional
concept of the landscape system, borders can be considered
to be hierarchical sets of features corresponding to individual
organization levels of the landscape system (Peters et al. 2006).
Such an approach to the problem is offered, among others, by
Wu’s HPDM model (1999), which treats the landscape system as
a combination of spatially defined and hierarchically interrelated
units (subsystems). In this model, borders are allocated (scaled)
to a defined organization level (through units assigned to a defined
hierarchy level) and in later stages can be grouped (ranked)
adequately to subsequent system levels – units in the landscape
system hierarchy (Wu 1999; Wu, Dawid 2002). This does not limit
the occurrence of borders to ecosystem dividers representing the
same organizational level and scale (Yarrow, Salthe 2008).
Finally, it should be noted that landscape units with their
related borders should not be analysed only for their grouping
properties underlying the classification of hierarchical levels;
the analysis should also include characteristics that allow the
detection of landscape discontinuity. This issue is closely related
to the scale of proceeding. A detailed scale, as discussed
above, allows the separation of borders as individual units.
Thermodynamic processes and “out of scale” features of the
defined system levels allow simultaneous analysis of gradients
and flow, disclosing exogenous functional relationships and
indicating contact between landscape system levels.
Landscape changes and functioning
Landscape changes are usually considered in relation
to landscape structure. Surveys focusing on processes that
occur where biotic and abiotic elements connect are much less
frequent. In particular, the absence of solutions based on the
model description of processes analysed from the biophysical,
geochemical, thermodynamic or system theory perspective is
perceptible. When discussing the issue, the following aspects
need attention:
1. The multi-level structure of the landscape system
necessitates its analysis in a broad range of spatial scales

referring to processes of different speed. Therefore, various
system levels have specific features and respond differently
to determined steering factors (McConnell 2002);
2. A change in the scale usually means a change in the
relationship between structure and processes (Lindenmayer et
al. 2008);
3. “Closed” and “open” systems may alter in nature along
with changes of scale;
4. Landscape system units do not operate in isolation.
“Open” systems ensure the flow of exogenous matter, energy
and information. The speed and size of transfer allows
impact transmission to neighbouring levels, thus providing
its broad scope; therefore, surrounding conditions are of key
importance (Lechnio, Richling 2005). On the other hand, “closed”
systems mean that the transfer speed is close to zero, or
its speed difference at the contact point of the neighbouring
units is so great that they are functionally disconnected. In
such cases, the surrounding conditions are not important.
According to the general system theory, landscape changes
are analysed in space and time as a result of complex, nonlinear interactions of biotic and abiotic components of the natural
system, self-regulation processes, endogenous and exogenous
impacts (Allen, Start 1982; O’Neill et al. 1986). The scope of the
impacts may achieve a similar value, consequently allowing the
separation of defined ranges or levels (O’Neill et al. 1986), which
may then be grouped.
In the context of the hierarchical system theory, landscape
changes may be analysed both vertically, i.e. in relation to
defined scale ranges and landscape system levels (bottom-up
and top-down) and horizontally, on each level.
Hierarchical decomposition of a landscape, including the
opportunity to act on the basic level of the system using units
identified with homogenous structures, allows the analysis of
these structures as “integrated flow systems”. This method
of turning actual systems into schemes allows the analysis of
impacts in landscape border zones, which are treated as linear
objects according to the model (Wu, David 2002).
With reference to a landscape and its hierarchical structure,
this approach allows the consideration of the pace of changes in
biotic and abiotic components on the substance and/or energy
flow level. Thus, it offers a different quality and broader context to
analyse the changes than the traditional approach to ecological
system organization levels (population<community<ecosystem
<landscape), which seems to be insufficient, e.g. to assess
biodiversity, since it does not include the full scope of spatial
relations arising from the scale and range (Turner et al. 1995).
Conclusion
Treating a landscape as a hierarchical system is of crucial
importance for the description and explanation of its dynamics and
for defining its potential and functions. Analysis of the influence
between different functional landscape levels is especially
important, with the scale as the key, since it allows an explanation
of the basic relations between the structure and processes.
Initial assumptions regarding the scale and their effects on the
explanation of ecosystem structure and processes determine
the reliability of the description of hierarchical landscape
structures.
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